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We measured excitatory and inhibitory step responses of cat retinal ganglion cells to square wave
contrast reversal of stationary sinusoidal gratings. In most Y-cells the initial increase in firing rate
(early peak) of the excitatory responses was followed by a distinct second increase in firing rate (late
peak). Analysis of the spatial frequency and spatial phase dependence of the two peaks indicated
that the early peak appears to be produced by the spatially linear center mechanism, while the late
peak appears to be produced by the rectifying subunits described by Hochstein and Shapley (1976)
Journal of Physiology, London, 262,237-264,265-284.
These results indicate that the presence of two peaks in ganglion cell step responses is the result of
two excitatory inputs with different time courses, and that inhibitory inputs are not required to
explain the appearance of these responses. Copyright @ 1996. published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
Responses to stimuli presented ‘as prolonged square
pulses or with low frequency square wave temporal
modulation, which we will refer to herein as step
responses, have long been used in the study of retinal
ganglion cell physiology.For example, since the earliest
descriptionsof X- and Y-cells in the cat retina (Enroth-
Cugell & Robson, 1966), it has been noted that under
light adapted conditions the time courses of Y-cell step
responseswere more transient that those of X-cells, and
this observation has been confirmed many times (e.g.
Cleland et al., 1971; Ikeda & Wright, 1972; Enroth-
Cugell & Shapley, 1973;Hammond, 1975;Jakiela et al.,
1976). Another reported difference between X- and Y-
cells is that the step responsesof Y-cells often contain a
second rise in firing rate superimposed on the falling
phase of the initial transientresponse(Saito et al., 1971).
Similar two-peaked responses had previously been
observed in some ganglion cells by Winters and Walters
(1970), although these authors did not emphasize
differences between cell classes. Saito et al. (1971)
suggested that the discontinuity between the first and
second peaks in Y-cell step responseswas due to timing
differences between excitatory and inhibitory mechan-
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isms, and other authors imposed similar interpretations.
For example,DeMonasterio(1978)observedtwo distinct
peaks in the step responses of Y-like ganglion cells in
primate retina, and suggested that the dip between them
represented a transient inhibition, arising in amacrine
cells, and presumably interrupting a single excitatory
input. Richter and Unman (1982) subsequentlyincorpo-
rated such amacrine inhibitioninto a formal model of the
temporal behavior of primate ganglion cells.
However, there is no direct evidence to support the
transient inhibition hypothesis, and other possible
explanationshave not been examined. In this study, we
wanted to characterize the step responses of cat retinal
ganglion cells within the framework of established
receptive field mechanisms. Specifically, we tested the
hypothesisthat the two peaks in Y-cell step responsesare
producedby differencesin timingbetween two excitatory
inputs: one from the spatially linear center mechanism
and one from the rectifying subunit mechanisms that
have been described in Y-cell receptivefields (Hochstein
& Shapley, 1976a,b; Victor, 1988). Our results clearly
indicate that this is the case; the initial peak is generated
primarily by the center mechanism, while the second
peak is generated by rectifying subunits. These two
excitatory inputs appear to be combined in an approxi-
mately additive manner to produce the overall shape of
the step response,and thus there is no need to invoke any
form of transient inhibition to explain the appearance of
these responses. Some of these results have been
previously presented in Abstract form (Cox & Rowe,
1993).
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METHODS
General preparation
Data were collectedfrom 14 adult cats.Anesthesiawas
induced with 4Y0halothane, administered in a 70:30
mixture of nitrous oxide (N20) and oxygen (02).
Subsequently,an iv. catheterwas inserted into the radial
vein, nembutal (20 mg/ml) was administered iv. to
maintain a surgical level of anesthesia, and the gaseous
anesthesia was discontinued. Injections of 100pg
dexamethasone, 1 mg atropine and 1 ml of a veterinary
antibiotic–antimycoticmixture were given intramuscu-
larly into the gastrocnemius/soleus.A tracheotomy and
right unilateral sympathectomywere performed, and the
cat was then mountedin a stereotaxichead holderthat did
not obstructthe visual fields.Then, the skullwas exposed
with a midline scalp incision and two small holes were
drilled directly above the optic chiasm (anterior 12,
lateral *2 mm), for placement of stimulatingelectrodes
in the optic chiasm (OX). Two smaller holes were made
over the visual cortical region to allow placement of
stainless steel screws from which the EEG was
monitored. To diminish circulatory and respiratory
pulsations during the recording session, a cisternal
drainage was performed, and the animal’s body was
suspended with a spinal clamp attached to a thoracic
vertebra.
All recordings were made from the right eye.
Phenylephrinedrops (10%, Neosynephrine)were applied
topicallyto retract the nictitatingmembrane,and atropine
(l%) drops were applied to dilate the pupils. Artificial
pupils were not used. The eye was fitted with a zero-
power plastic contact lens that was wetted with a
commercial lens-soakingsolution.The eye was mounted
on a metal ring secured to the stereotaxic apparatus via
conjunctivalattachment,and a smallholewas made in the
sclera, c. 6 mm posterior to the limbus, to allow insertion
of a metal guide tube. This tube was mounted in a ball
and socket joint which allowed three-dimensionalrota-
tion of the guide tube around the point of entry into the
eye.
Following initial surgery, the cat was paralyzedwith a
40 mg loading dose of flaxedil and paralysis was
maintained with a continuous iv. infusion of (5-8 mg/
kg/hr) flaxedil in 0.9% saline. The cat was artificially
ventilated, and expired C02 levels were maintained
between 3.7 and 4.5%. Subscapular temperature was
maintained at 37°C via a homeostatically regulated
heating blanket. Anesthesia was maintained by iv.
infusion of nembutal (1–1.5 mg/kg/hr), and the depth of
anesthesia was assessed by monitoring EEG and EKG
signals. Supplementaldoses of iv. nembutalwere given
whenevereitherof these showedevidencethat anesthesia
was becoming lighter.
Retinal recording. The cat was positioned so that it
faced a tangent screen located directly in front of it at a
distance of 171cm. During recording, receptive fields
were hand plotted on this screen using small flashing
spotsof light.Abeam-splitter was alsopositionedin front
of the animal which allowed the image of a CRT screen
(Tektronix608) to be reflectedinto the cat’s eye along an ‘
optical path that was 57 cm long. The orientation of the
beam-splitter could be adjusted as needed to center
receptivefieldson the CRT screen. Spectaclelenseswere
used to focus the eye on the CRT screen employing the
tapetal reflection method of Pettigrew et al. (1979).
Tapetal reflectionwas also used to plot the locations of
the optic disc and area centralis on the tangent screen.
Glass micropipettesfilled with 1 M NaCl and having
impedancesbetween 10 and 20 MQ were used to isolate
the spike activity of single retinal ganglion cells. Spikes
generated by ganglion cell somas could easily be
distinguishedfrom those generated by axons on the basis
of their waveform. The electrodeswere inserted through
the guide tube and advancedtowards the retina by means
of an electronically controlled stepper motor (nanostep-
per, WPI) which was supported by an apparatus which
provided precise three-dimensionalrotation of the entire
electrode-steppermotor assemblyaboutthe pointof entry
into the eye. Antidromic spikes were elicited by passing
50-100 psec pulsesof 5–50 V amplitudethrough the OX
electrodes. The spikes were displayed on a digital
oscilloscopeand latencies were measured to the nearest
0.1 msec. Optic chiasm stimulation routinely elicited tl
and t2fieldpotentialswhich are widely believed to reflect
activity in the axons of Y- and X-cells, respectively
(Rowe & Stone, 1976).Thus, we were able to determine
the optic chiasm latencies of local Y- and X-cell
populations on virtually every electrode penetration,
making optic chiasm latency the most reliable parameter
for identificationof individualcells as Y or X. Receptive
fieldsize, responsesto stationaryand movingstimuli,and
linearity of spatial summation were also used for
identification.Cells with optic chiasm latencies in the t2
range, small receptivefields,tonic responsesto stationary
flashing spots, poor responsiveness to fast moving
targets, and exhibitinga clear null positionfor stationary,
counterphased sinusoidal gratings were identified as X.
Cells with optic chiasm latencies in the tl range, large
receptive fields, good responsiveness to fast moving
targets, and exhibiting spatial phase independent fre-
quency doubled responses to stationary, counterphased
sinusoidalgratingswere identifiedas Y.
Visual stimulation. All visual stimuli were generated
by a Picasso Image Generator and presented on the CRT
screen. The mean luminance of this screen, viewed
through the beam-splitter, was 3 cd/m2. Step responses
were generatedwith stationarysine wave gratingswhose
contrast was periodically reversed in a square wave
pattern. Gratings positioned in odd symmetry with
respect to the center of the receptive field were
designated as having a spatial phase of O, and all other
phasepositionswere specifiedin units of degrees relative
to the O phase position. Peristimulus histograms were
collectedwith a binwidthof either 1.0 or 1.953msec, and
responses were typically averaged over 20-50 stimulus
cycles. These histogramswere typically filtered digitally
with a gaussian filter whose standard deviation was
generally 9–13 msec, prior to further analysis. Supple-
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mental analyses, e.g. to determine contrast sensitivity
profiles, were performed using drifting sine wave
gratings of fixed contrast, or stationary gratings whose
contrast was modulated according to a sinusoidal time
course. In these cases, histograms were subjected to a
Discrete Fourier transform, and the mean-to-peak
amplitudes (in units of spikes. secl) of the fundamental
(Fl) and second harmonic (F2) components in the
response were measured, along with amplitude of the
DC or average firing rate.
Procedure
Spatial tuning. For each cell encountered, we first
assessed its spatial tuning characteristics.Generally, for
each of a series of spatial frequencies, the contrast of a
drifting grating was adjusted so that the cell’s response
was just above threshold,as judged by listeningover the
audio monitor. The amplitude of the F1 componentwas
then measured, and responsivity, in units of im-
pulses. secl. cOntrastl, was calculated by dividing
response amplitude by stimulus contrast (Enroth-Cugell
et al., 1983). Measured responsivity values were fitted
with a difference of gaussian *(DOG) function,
S(v) = KCmr~e–(T’C’)– K,nr~e–(T’S”J, where S is the
overall responsivity,v is spatial frequency,K. and Ks are
the peak responsivities, respectively, of the center and
surround mechanisms, and rCand r, are the respective
radii, in degrees, of the gaussian center and surround
profiles at the point where their responsivities have
declined to l/e of their peak values (Linsenmeieret al.,
1982). It should be emphasized that throughout this
paper, the term surround is used only to refer to the linear
surround mechanism of the receptive field, and does not
include any other mechanisms that might reside in the
region outside the receptive field center, Fits were
performed off-line using an iterative curve-fitting pro-
gram, based on the Nelder–Mead algorithm (Nelder &
Mead, 1965). Initial values for the curve-fittingprogram
were obtained from a separate program. Center par-
ameters (r., KC) were first estimated by fitting a single
gaussian profile to measured responses at or above the
peak spatialfrequency.After subtractingthis fittedprofile
from the measured responses at all spatial frequencies
tested, surround parameters (r,, K,) were estimated by
fittinga secondgaussianprofileto the remainder.In a few
cases, the optimal spatial frequency was selected
qualitativelyby estimating thresholds in terms of audio
criteria.
Step responses. Step responseswere then elicitedusing
stationary gratings, whose contrast was periodically
reversed according to a 0.5 Hz square wave time course.
Since contrast reversal was used, the absolute value of
contrastwas constant throughoutthe stimuluscycle, thus
minimizing the influence of the contrast gain control
mechanism on the measured step responses. In some
cases responses were obtained at a number of spatial
frequencies at or above the peak of the spatial tuning
curve of the cell. For each spatial frequency tested, step
responseswere first measured at Ospatial phase, defined
as the position of odd symmetry with respect to the
receptive field. This was establishedby finding a spatial
phase at which the F1 response was absent. The spatial
phase of the grating was then shiftedby 90 deg, and step
responses measured at that position. In most cases, the
phase was then rechecked by returning the grating to the
Ophase positionand confirmingthat the F1 responsewas
still absent.For a subsetof cells, step responseswere also
obtained at spatial phases of 22.5, 45 and 67.5 deg. (It
should perhaps be noted that, since the negative step
responseat any spatialphase is equivalent to the positive
step response at that phase f 180 deg, these measure-
ments over the range of 0-90 deg are equivalent to
measuring positive step responses over a full half-cycle
of the grating. We felt, however, that the convention of
positive and negative responses at a single spatial phase
better suited the logic of this experiment.) In most of
these cases, measurementswere made at a single spatial
frequencyat or above the peak of the cell’s spatial tuning
curve. In some cases step responseswere also obtained at
more than one contrast, within the range of 1545%.
Positive step response profiles were subjected to two
forms of quantitative analysis designed to estimate the
separate contributions of phase-dependent and phase-
invariant response mechanisms to the overall response.
One method is referred to as the “decomposition
analysis” and the other as the “subtraction analysis”.
In the decompositionanalysis,we assumed that for each
of the four stimulus phases used the overall response at
any point in time consisted of the algebraic sum of a
phase-invariantcomponent and a phase-dependentcom-
ponent. It was furtherassumedthat the phase dependence
was sinusoidal.These assumptionsare embodied in the
following equation:
Response(phase)= A +B sin(phase) + error
where A is the amplitude of the phase invariant
component, and B is the amplitude of the phase
dependent component. For each point in time we wrote
four such equations, one for each of the four response
profiles, plugged values from the 22.5, 45.0, 67.5, and
90 deg response profiles into the left half of the
appropriate equation, and then solved for A and B
iteratively using the Nelder–Mead algorithm (Nelder &
Mead, 1965), so that the sum of the squared error terms
was minimized.
The resulting array of B values, scaled by the sine of
the spatial phase, depicted the estimated time course of
the phase-dependentresponse component. Similarly, the
array ofA values showedthe estimatedtime courseof the
phase-invariant response component which, with this
procedure, also includedthe DC or maintainedfiringrate
of the cell. In order to facilitate comparisons between
measured and derived profiles, the DC component has
been removed in some illustrations.Since the responseat
zero spatialphasewas an empiricalmeasureof the phase-
invariantcomponent, a comparisonbetween the array of
A values and the measured response profile at Odeg
served as a check on the validity of the decomposition
analysis. These two profileswere compared statistically
.—
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FIGURE1. Positiveand negativestep responsesof an on center X-cell
(A) and two Y-cells (B,C). In each case, the two responsesare shown
as a single histogram,arbitrarilyarrangedso that the positive response
occurs first. The stimuli used were sinusoidal gratings positioned in
even symmetry with respect to the receptive field center. Spatial
frequencies were 0.3 c/deg (top), 0.1 c/deg (middle), and 0.2 c/deg
(bottom). The time course of the stimulus waveform is shown at the
bottom. The contrast used was 37% in the top and middle histograms,
and 25’%oin the bottom histogram.
by computing the r2 statistic. Isolated phase-dependent
and phase-invariant profiles were compared with the
overall responseprofilesto see if there was any temporal
correspondence between the isolated profiles and the
early and late peaks.
In the subtraction analysis, we first obtained an
empirical estimate of the phase-invariant profile, by
averaging responses from both half-cycles of the
histogramcollectedat Odeg of spatialphase.To estimate
the phase-dependent portion of the response at each
histogram, we subtracted our averaged estimate of the
phase-invariant profile from each of the positive step
response profiles. This also had the effect of removing
DC firinglevelsfrom the estimateof the phase-dependent
componentof the response.Isolatedphase-dependentand
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FIGURE2. Positivestep responsesof an off center Y-cell at a series of
spatial frequencies. Contrastwas 1970for all spatial frequencies.
phase-invariantcomponentswere then compared to the
early and late peaks of the overall responses. Phase-
dependentresponsecomponents,isolatedby the subtrac-
tion method, were fitted to a widely accepted model of
linear retinal ganglion cell dynamics, originally devel-
oped by Shapley and Victor (1981), who showed that it
gives good fits to the linear responsesof ganglioncells to
frequency domain stimuli. The model consists of a
transductionstage with a gain,A, followed by a cascade
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FIGURE 3. Positive and negative step resuonses of an off center Y-cell at a series of spatial frequencies. For each s~atial
frequency, the positive respo;se is sh~wn;bove, and the negative responsebelow, with the onset o~the positive and negative
half-cycles aligned vertically. Contrast was 37~0for all spatial frequencies. The thick vertical lines in the histograms for the
three highest spatial frequencies indicate the temporal alignment of the late peaks in positive and negative responses. The
duration of each histogramis 1 sec.
of low-pass filters, which is then followed by a single
high-pass filter consistingof a low pass filter configured
in a negativefeedback loop with a gain of k. The transfer
function of each stage of the low-pass filter is given by:
‘Lv)=(l+;&’L)NL
while that of the high pass filter is
H~(f) =
(
1
1 + k/(1+ 2rijT~) )
where f is frequency, TL is the time-constantassociated
with each of the low-pass stages, NL is the number of
low-passstages, THis the time-constantof the filter in the
high-passnegativefeedback loop, and k is the strengthof
the feedback.Thus, there were five free parametersin the
model: the numberof low-passfilters(NL);the transducer
gain (A); the low-passtime constant (?”); the strengthof
the feedback (k); and the time-constant in the feedback
loop (TH). For each set of parameters tested, the
frequency domain model was inverse transformed into
the time domain and compared to the derived phase-
dependent profiles. This procedure was repeated itera-
tively, using the Nelder–Mead algorithm mentioned
above, until a minimum sum-of-squarederror term was
obtained.Two separate strategieswere used for simulta-
neously fitting the profiles at different spatial phases. In
one strategy, fits to all of the linear profiles in a given
series were forced to share all parameters except for the
transducergain, which was constrained to remain within
certain limits of the sine of the spatial phase of the
stimulus used for each profile in the series. In a second
strategy, all five parameters were allowed to vary freely.
RESULTS
Observationswere made on a total of 35 ganglioncells.
Representativestep responsesfrom three cells are shown
in Fig. 1. Late peakswere rarely observed in on center X-
cells, although they were occasionallyseen in off center
X-cells.On the otherhand, late peakswere almostalways
evident in both on and off center Y-cell responses,
although they sometimes were not fully separated from
the early peak [Fig. l(C)]. The latencies of the early and
late peaks in Fig. l(B) were c. 60 and 155 msec,
respectively. These values can vary somewhat, but in
general the two peaks differed in latency by 80-
100 msec.
Dependence on spatial frequency
In order to evaluate the spatial frequency dependence
of the two components,we measured step responses at a
range of spatial frequencies in 15 cells. For each cell,
responsivity was first assessed at a range of spatial
frequencies,as describedin Methods,in order to allowus
to estimate the spatial resolution of the center and
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FIGURE4. Positive and negative step responses of an on center Y-cell at a series of spatial frequencies. Conventionsas in
Fig. 3. Contrastwas 37% at spatial frequenciesof 0.1,0.2, and 0.3 c/deg, and 68% at 0.4 and 0.5 c/deg. The duration of each
histogramis 1 sec.
surround mechanisms. Step responses were then mea- passed the spatialcutofffrequencyof the surround,which
sured across a range of spatial frequencies that encom- we assumedto be near the peak of the spatialresponsivity
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J Null 22.5 deg 1 45 deg
1001 Negative Responses
I
o 500 ‘ 1000
msec
FIGURE5. Positive and negative step responsesof an off center Y-cell at a series of spatial phases. All measurementswere
made at a spatial frequencyof 0.2 c/deg,whichwas the peak of the spatial reaponsivityfunctionfor this cell, and at a contrast of
25%. The durationof each histogramis one second.
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FIGURE6. Positive and negative step responses of an on center Y-cell at a series of spatial phases. All measurementswere
made at a spatial frequencyof 0.4 c/deg,whichwas abovethe peak of the spatial responsivityfunction(0.25 c/deg) for this cell,
and at a contrast of 45~0. The duration of each histogram is 1 sec.
function. The results obtained for one off center Y-cell
are shown in Fig. 2. These histogramscontain a number
of interesting features. First, the early and late peaks
show different patterns of dependence on spatial
frequency; the early peak is largest at 0.1 c/deg and is
virtually absent at 0.9 c/deg, while the late peak appears
to be largest at about0.5-0.6 c/deg, and is still obviousat
0.9 c/deg, suggestingthat the mechanism underlying the
late peak has a higher spatial resolution than that
producing the early peak.
The contrast responsivity function for this cell was
maximal at about 0.2 c/deg, and the best fitting DOG
model indicated a spatial cutoff frequency for the
surroundof about 0.3 c/deg. Since both peaks in the step
responsesare clearly present at spatial frequenciesup to
0.7 cldeg, neither could have been produced by the
surround.This was a very consistentfindingin all on and
off center Y-cells examined in this way, and similar
resultswere also obtainedin a small numberof off center
X-cells.
These phenomenaare readily apparen}in positive step
responses. However, negative step responses, i.e. the
responseto the half of the stimuluscycle thatproducedan
initial decrease in firing rate, also contained useful
information about the nature of the mechanisms under-
lying the two peaks. This is illustrated,for an off center
Y-cell, in Fig. 3. The positive step response shows a
pattern of spatial frequency dependence similar to that
seen in Fig. 2, except that the maximumamplitudeof the
early peak is about 0.2 c/deg. All of the negative step
responses begin with an initial decrease in firing rate,
often reaching zero spikes/see. At the three highest
spatial frequencies tested, however, as the amplitude of
the early peak is declining, a later, positive peak can be
seen with approximately the same latency and time
courseas the latepeak in the positiveresponses.A second
example of this, for an on center Y-cell, is shown in
Fig. 4. The spontaneous activity level of this cell was
very low, so the features of the negative step responses
can only be discerned at the higher spatial frequencies,
but the temporal correspondencebetween the late peaks
in the positiveand negativeresponsesis still evident.The
latency and shape of the late peaks in positive and
negativeprofilessuggeststhat they may be producedby a
rectifying mechanism.
Dependence on spatial phase
We next evaluated the spatialphase dependenceof the
two componentsby examiningboth positiveand negative
step responsesat a series of spatialphases (O,22.5, 45.0,
67.5, 90.0 deg) in 13 Y-cells as well as two X-cells.
Results from one off center Y-cell are shown in Fig. 5.
The format of this figure is the same as in Figs 3 and 4,
except that the independent parameter is now spatial
phase. At a spatial phase of zero, the early peak is absent
in both the positive or negative responses, and the
responses to both cycles of the contrast reversal are
essentially identical. This is the familiar frequency
doubling behavior that has been previously reported in
Y-cells and attributed to input from rectifying subunits
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FIGURE7. Comparisonsof the phase-invariantprofilederivedby decompositionof the responsesat nonzerospatial phaseswith
the measured response at zero spatial phase for three off center Y-cells (A,B,C)and three on center Y-cells (D,E,F). For each
cell, three histogramsare shown:the profilederivedfrom the decomposition(left), the measuredresponseat zero spatial phase
(middle), and the derived and measured profiles superimposed(right). The duration of each histogram is 1 sec.
(Hochstein & Shapley, 1976a,b; Victor, 1988). In the
positive step responses, both early and late peaks are
evidentat all nonzerospatialphases,and the amplitudeof
the early peak is clearly phase dependent.In the negative
step responses, the late peak appears to become smaller
and shifted downwardsas spatial phase increased due to
the inhibition produced by the early component. A
secondphase series,from anon center Y-cell, is shownin
Fig. 6. The overall pattern of phase dependence is the
same, but in this case the higher maintainedfiringrate of
the cell allowed the details of the negativeresponseto be
seen more clearly.
Decomposition analysis
The phase data just presented provide a qualitative
indicationthat size of the early peak in the step response
is dependenton spatialphasewhile that of the late peak is
independent of spatial phase. We next examined this
possibility more rigorously using the decomposition
analysis described in Methods to separate phase-depen-
dent and phase-independentcomponentsof the response.
Profilesat all nonzerospatialphases (22.5,45.0, 67.5’and
90.0) provided a basis for the decomposition analysis.
The analysis yielded a single phase-dependent profile,
which was then scaled by the sine of each of these spatial
phases to obtain an estimate of the phase-dependent
response component at each phase, as well as a phase-
invariantprofilewhich servedas an estimateof the phase-
invariant responsecomponent at all spatial phases.
As an internal check of the validity of the decomposi-
tion, we first compared the phase-invariant profile
derived from decomposition of responses at nonzero
spatial phases with the actual responses measured at the
zero-phaseposition.According to our assumptions,these
should be identical, and as can be seen in Fig. 7, the
correspondencewas quite good. Using the # statistic to
evaluate the correspondence betsveen the derived and
measured zero-phase profiles over 23 separate sets of
phase series data, we found that the median value of r2
was over 0.90.
A directcomparisonof the phase-dependentandphase-
independentcomponentsderivedfrom the decomposition
.—.
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FIGURE 8. Comparisonof uhase-dependentand phase-independentresponse components derived from the decomposition
analysiswith the measuredr;sponses ;t all spatial phases. The middle row of histogramsshowsthe measuredresponseat each
spatial phase superimposedon the derivedphase-dependentcomponent,and the bottomrow of histogramsshowsthe measured
response superimposedon the derived phase-independentcomponent.The top row of histograms shows the sum of the two
derived componentssuperimposedon the measuredresponses. The durationof each histogramis 1 sec. In this figure, the DC
componentshave been removedfrom the response profiles.
analysis with the measured responses at each spatial
phase is shownin Fig. 8 for an on center Y-cell. It is clear
that the timing and overall shape of the derived phase-
dependent and phase-independent components match
quite well those of the early and late peaks, respectively,
at all spatial phases, and that the sum of the derived
components is a very good approximation of the
measured responses. The combined results presented in
Figs 7 and 8 suggest that the shape of the phase-
dependentresponseat any spatialphase can also be seen
in isolation by subtracting the response at zero spatial
phase from the overall response at any nonzero spatial
phase, and this is illustrated for an on Y-cell in Fig. 9.
Here also, it is clear that the estimate of the phase-
dependentcomponentproducedby the subtractionhad a
shape and time course very similar to that of the early
peak in the response at each spatial phase, and that the
timingof the zero phase responsematched that of the late
peaks at each spatial phase.
Fits to the linear cascade model
Our assumption in using the decomposition and
subtraction proceduresjust described was that the early
responsecomponentwas producedby the spatially linear
center mechanism,and it was therefore of interest to see
how well the derived phase-dependentcomponentcould
be described by a linear model of retinal ganglion cell
dynamics (Shapley & Victor, 1981; Victor, 1987). As
described in the Methods, two strategieswere used to fit
this linear cascade model to linear profiles derived by
subtraction of the zero spatial phase response from
responsesat other spatial phases. In the first, fits to all of
the linearprofilesin a given serieswere forced to share all
parameters, except for a scaling factor that varied with
spatialphase, i.e., the fitted profilesat each spatial phase
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FIGURE9. Isolationof phase-dependentresponsecomponentby subtractionof responseat zero spatial phase from responsesat
nonzero spatial phases for an off center Y-cell. The top histograms show the measured response at each spatial phase
superimposedon the phase-dependentcomponentproducedby the subtractionprocedure,and the bottom histogramsshow the
measured responsesuperimposedon the response at zero spatial phase. The durationof each histogramis 1 sec. In this figure,
the DC componentshave been removedfrom the response profiles.
were identical in shape, but their sizes were set by
separate scaling factors. In the second strategy, all
parameters were allowed to vary freely for all spatial
phases. The two proceduresyielded essentially identical
results, so only those from fitswith sharedparametersare
illustrated.Representativeexamplesfrom three on center
and three off center Y-cells are shown in Fig. 10. The
subjective quality of these fits varies from good to
excellent. When fits were less than excellent, it was
generally because the fit failed to perfectly reflect the
initial rise in firing rate. Occasionally, some remnant of
the late peak appeared to be present in the subtracted
profiles,which diminished the quality of the fits.
Goodness-of-fit statistics were also tabulated for all
fits. For spatial phases of 45.0, 67.5, and 90.0 deg, the
median value of r2 was 0.85, and at 22.5 deg, the median
value was 0.69. The lower value at this spatial phase
presumably reflects the lower signal-to-noiselevel. The
r2 values for fits where all parameters were free to vary
were generallyonly slightlybetter. The values of the best
TABLE 1. Fitted parameters for the linear cascade model
Panel Cell SF CON NE A TL k TH NLTL k/TH
A off-Y 0.2 0.25 7.999 69.872 3.881 10.450 1.310 31.04 7.98
B off-x 0.5 0.20 12.000 129.471 2.012 1.837 .198 24.15 9.27
c off-Y 0.5 0.45 18.854 60.516 2.204 7.002 1.749 41.55 4.00
D On-Y 0.5 0.45 11.533 151.680 2.796 4.385 1.750 32.25 2.51
E On-Y 0.2 0.45 6.400 172.372 2.980 10.200 1.020 19.07 10.00
F On-Y 0.4 0.25 9.830 100.751 3.395 3.320 1.133 33.37 2.93
Parametersof the best fittinglinear cascade modelfor the fits shownin Fig. 10.The first four columnsidentifythe correspondingpanel in Fig. 10,
the receptive field type, the spatial frequency (SF) and the contrast (CON) used. Remainingcolumns give the five parameters of the best
fittingmodel, as well as the ratio k/THand the prOdUCtNLTL. Dimensionsof the parametersareas follows:TL(time-constantin the feedback
loop) is specifiedin msec; TH (low-pass time-constant) is specifiedin see; A (transducergain) is given in spikes/see; other parameters are
dimensionless.The curvefittingprogramallowedNL(the numberof low-passfilters) to assume nonintegervalues, as shownhere, by usinga
linear interpolationprocedure.Fits were obtainedusingthe parameters-sharedstrategywith THconstrainedto be no greater than 1.75sec and
with NLconstrained to he between 6 and 28 filters. With these constraints, the values that we obtained are similar to values obtained by
Shapley and Victor (1981).k, strength of the feedbacks.
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FIGURE10.Fits of the linear cascade model (smoothlines) to estimated linear responsecomponentsat different spatial phases
for three off center (A,B,C)andthree on center (D,E,F)Y-cells. The linear responseswere estimatedby subtractionof the zero-
phase responses from the overall responses at each of the other spatial phases. The duration of each histogram is 1 sec.
fittingparametersfor the cells shownin Fig. 10are shown
in Table 1. The values are generally similar to the values
reported by Shapley and Victor (1981).
Effects of reducing mean luminance
Since our stimulusilluminationwas at a mesopiclevel,
we were interestedto see whether or not the shape of the
step responseswas dependenton the presenceof both rod
and cone signals. To do this, we first measured step
responses for an off center Y-cell at the usual mean
luminanceof the display,which is mesopicfor cats. Then
a 2 log unitneutraldensityfilterwas placed in front of the
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FIGURE 11. Positive and negative step responsesof an off center Y-cell at the normal, mesopic screen luminanceof 3 cd/m2
(toDtwo rowsk and with luminance reduced to scotopic levels bv a 2 log unit neutral density filter (bottom two rows).
., /,
Comparisonof positive and negative responses indicat~s that early-(nomec~fied)and late (recdfied) peaks are both clearly
evident at the reduced luminancelevel, althoughboth are at distinctlylonger latencies. The stimuluswas an alternatinggrating
of 0.5 c/deg and a contrastof 40Y0.Responsesare shownat spatial phasesof O,22.5,45, 67.5,and 90 deg. The durationof each
histogramis 1 sec.
eye, reducingthe imagebrightnessto scotopiclevels, and
the cell was allowed to adapt to the lower luminancefor
30 rein, after which the step responses were measured
again. The results are shown in Fig. 11. Both early and
late peaks are still present at the lower mean luminance,
indicatingthat cone signalsare not necessaryfor eitherof
them.
DISCUSSION
The major findingsof this study are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
for cat retinal Y-cells excitatory step responses
elicited by contrast reversal of a stationary sine
wave grating contain two distinctpeaks;
both peaks are present at spatialfrequenciesthat are
above the resolutionof the receptivefield surround;
the early peak is produced by a linear mechanism,
but the late peak is produced by a rectifying
mechanism;
the amplitude of the early peak shows an approxi-
mately sinusoidaldependence on the spatial phase
of the grating, but the amplitudeof the late peak is
independentof spatial phase.
Similar results were seen in some off center X-cells,
but these were not investigated as extensively. Taken
together, these results suggest that the early peak in such
step responses is produced by the spatially linear center
mechanism, while the late peak is the result of an
excitatory input from a spatially nonlinear mechanism
with properties resembling those of the nonlinear
subunits described by Hochstein and Shapley (1976a,
b). These resultsfimthersuggestthat it is not necessary to
invoke a delayed inhibitory mechanism to explain the
shape of the step response (Saito et al., 1971;DeMonas-
terio, 1978;Richter& Unman, 1982),since the two peaks
of the step response appear to be fully accounted for by
the combinationof two excitatory signalsconverging on
the ganglion cell, each associated with a distinct
component of the ganglion cell’s receptive field. These
results provide clear support for the model of Y-cell
receptive fields first proposedby Hochstein and Shapley
(1976a,b), and are also consistentwith previouswork by
—
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Victor (1988), who modeled the frequency-domain
responses of the nonlinear response mechanism in cat
Y-cells, and found that the integration times of the
nonlinear response mechanisms, extracted from his
model, were longer than the integration times of the
linear response component.
Although our conclusions strictly apply only to cat
retinal ganglion cells, there are a number of notable
similarities between our data and those presented by
DeMonasterio (1978) from primate retina. In that paper,
step responseswith hvo peakswere only observedin cells
exhibiting nonlinear spatial summation, which DeMo-
nasterioreferred to as Y-likeor type IV cells (morerecent
classifications include Y-like cells as a subset of the
group designated as M-cells). DeMonasterio further
noted that the two peaks persisted in the presence of
scotopic backgrounds, and that the underlying mechan-
ism appeared to involve some degree of rectification,
thereby resembling the nonlinear mechanism seen in cat
Y-cells. Thus, although it remains to be directly
demonstrated, it is possible that the shape of step
responsesin some primate M cells can also be explained
by a combination of linear and nonlinear excitatory
inputs with different time courses.
Alternative mechanisms
Our results aIso appear to exclude at least two other
possible explanations for the presence of two peaks in
ganglion cell step responses:
(i)
(ii)
the possibility that the appearance of the step
response reflects known differences in timing
between center and surround mechanisms(Winters
& Hamasaki, 1976; Derrington & Lennie, 1982;
Enroth-Cugell et al., 1983; Dawis et al., 1984;
Frishman et al., 1987);
the possibility that the two components are due to
differences in timing between rod and cone signals
reaching the ganglion cells in mesopic conditions.
Earlier examplesof two-peakedstep responsesin both
cat (Winters & Walters, 1970; Saito et al., 1971) and
monkey (DeMonasterio, 1978) involved stimuli that
activated both center and surround mechanisms, and it
is possibleunder such conditionsthat latency differences
between center and surroundmechanismscould produce
the transient dip observed in the step response. In our
experiments, however, we routinely used gratings that
were above the resolution of the surround mechanism,
and the basic features of the step response remained
intact. Moreover, center–surround latency differences
have been estimated to be much smaller than the latency
of the dip that separates the two peaks of the step
responses(Dawiset al., 1984;Frishmanet al., 1987),and
it is not likely that this feature of the responsedependson
surround activation.
Rod and cone signals are both clearly present at the
mesopic illumination levels used here, and it is clear,
both from earlier work (Troy et al., 1993)and from Fig.
11 that rod mediated responses in ganglion cells are
slower than cone mediated responses.However, rod and
cone inputs to ganglion cells are more or Iess spatially
coextensive,and there is no reason to suspect that one of
these signalswould be dependenton spatial phase while
the other was phase independent. Furthermore, both
componentsof the step responsewere clearly evident at
scotopic illumination levels, where cone signals were
absent. Thus, the presence of two peaks in ganglion cell
step responsesdoes not appear to be critically dependent
on activationof both rod and cone inputs.
It is also noteworthy, in the context of alternative
explanations,that the appearanceof two peaks in the step
responses is not an artifact of any particular anesthetic.
Winters and Walters (1970)used unanesthetized,decere-
brate cats, and recorded step response from retinal
ganglion celIs that are remarkably similar to ours
(compare their Fig. 6 to our Fig. 1).
Validity of the decomposition analysis
The strongestevidence supportingthe linear/nonlinear
hypothesiswas obtained by numerical decompositionof
the step responsesat different spatial phases into phase-
dependent and phase-independent components. There
were four basic assumptionsunderlying this method:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
If
a phase-invariant mechanism contributes to the
response;
a mechanism that is sinusoidally-dependent on
spatial phase contributesto the response;
the outputs of these two mechanisms combine
additively;and
these two mechanisms are the only mechanisms that
contribute to the response.
any of these assumptions are invalid, then the
decompositionmethod is also invalid. Nevertheless,we
are confidentin the validityof the decompositionmethod
because it was able to predict the response at a spatial
phase of Odeg with considerableaccuracy (Figs 7 and 8).
As a further test of the method, however, we performed
the analysison phase seriesdata from an on center X-cell
in which the responses to the contrast reversals at O
spatial phase were essentially flat, and in this case, the
decomposition procedure also produced a phase-inde-
pendent component that was flat. The fact that a well
accepted linear cascade model of retinal ganglion cell
dynamicsgave good or excellentfits to our isolatedlinear
profiles, even though the model was developed for
frequency domain data and our data were in the time
domain, also supports the validity of our analysis.
Implications for modeling step responses
Step responses can be used to evaluate models of
retinal ganglion cell dynamics based on frequency
domain data. When applied to cells that do not show
significantsecondorder nonlinearities(e.g. Victor, 1987)
this is not problematic.Our results show that for Y-cells,
however, both linear and nonlinear receptive field
mechanismscontributeto their step responses,rendering
them unsuitable for testing linear models, unless the
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nonlinear component is removed. The decomposition
analysis further suggests that a simple way to do this, at
least in cases where the spatial profile of the stimulus
used is in the form of a sinusoidalgrating, is to measure
step responses at zero spatial phase of the grating, and
subtract this response from the responses obtained at
other spatialphases.This producesa responseprofilethat
can be well fitted to linear modelsof temporaldynamics.
If the spatial configurationof the stimulus is something
other than a grating, e.g. a circular spot or a rectangle, an
alternative method would be to measure the response to
both incrementsand decrementsof equalmagnitudefrom
a common luminance value and subtract the negative
response profile from the positive response profile. In
general, this manipulation will remove second order
nonlinearities(McLean & Palmer, 1989), and is equally
appropriate for producing a linear temporal response
profile.
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